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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
Nos. 4 and 5 of 1990



IN THE MATTER of an appeal under the Justices Act
BETWEEN:

MARK STEPHEN BELJON
Appellant

AND:
PATRICK JOHN O'BRIEN
Respondent



CORAM:	RICE. J.



REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
{delivered 28 February 1990)

This is an appeal under s.163 of the Justices Act against the severity of the sentences imposed on the appellant by the Court of Summary Jurisdiction sitting at Darwin on 21 December 1989 resulting from his conviction on that date of the offences to which he had pleaded guilty on
7 December 1989.	I set out the respective offences and penalties in tabulated form:-


"Count 1	22 April 1989

Unlawful damage to property in preparation to commit a crime.
{Section 251(2) of the Criminal Code)
 

1 month's imprisonment concurrent with Count 5








Count 2	22 April 1989
Unlawful entry of a building, namely, Ampol Jingili Service Station, with intent to steal. (Section 213 of the Criminal Code)

Count 3	22 April 1989
Stealing cigarettes, valued at $37 (Section 210 of the Criminal Code)


Count 4	1 August 1989
Stealing a battery, air filter, rim and tyre valued at $220 (Section 210 of the Criminal Code)


Count 5	25 July 1989

Unlawful assault upon Reginald Geoffrey Swanson who suffered bodily harm
(Section 188 of the Criminal Code)

Count 6	25 July 1989

Stealing a watch valued at $170 the property of Swanson
(Section 210 of the Criminal Code)
 


1 month's imprisonment concurrent




1 month's imprisonment concurrent.



1 month's imprisonment cumulative upon Count 5



6 months' imprisonment





2. months' imprisonment concurrent"



Pursuant to s.5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, the learned magistrate directed that the appellant be released after serving 2 months of his effective sentence of 7 months' imprisonment upon entering into his own recognizance in the sum of $1,000 on condition that he be of good behaviour for a period of 18 months and also that he be under the







supervision of a delegate of the Director of Correctional Services and obey all directions from such delegate as to his employment, residence, associates, and reporting.

Although the prosecution made an application for restitution, the magistrate declined to grant the application.	Concurrently with the appellant's appearance before the magistrate, one, Dean Wilson, was dealt with in respect of identical charges to those in Counts 5 and 6.
Two other youthful co-offenders, John Boeyen and Angelo Spina, for various reasons, were not dealt with at that time.

The facts giving rise to the offences in Counts 1,
2 and 3 (both inclusive) as outlined by the prosecution, were that they occurred between the hours of midnight and 3
a.m. on Saturday, 22 April 1989.	The appellant, with two other youths, Dean Wilson and John Boeyen, went to the Ampol Jingili Service Station on the corner of McMillans and Rothdale Roads, Jingili, with the intention of stealing some cigarettes.	The appellant picked up a piece of broken brick and smashed a window by the cigarette shelf whilst his two friends kept a lookout to avoid being caught.	The appellant reached inside the smashed window and stole a fulJ. carton of Escort cigarettes and half a carton of Peter Jackson cigarettes, after which all three decamped the area







and returned to the appellant's home where the stolen cigarettes were divided equally between them and the three went their separate ways.	None of the property was recovered.

In relation to Count 4, the prosecution alleged that at 11-30 p.m. on 1 August 1989 the appellant, Boeyen, Wilson and Spina, went to the Marrara Motors Used Car Yard, McMillans Road, Jingili.		Whilst there, they all agreed to steal a car battery, air filter and a rim and tyre.	The appellant kept a lookout as the other three opened the bonnet of a Ford FlOO.	At one stage the appellant warned the others of the approach of a vehicle whereupon they closed the bonnet and hid until the vehicle had passed.
The appellant continued to keep a lookout as his accomplices removed the battery and the air filter from the vehicle.
The four of them went to another vehicle which had no front
wheels and which was being supported by a rim and tyre lying on its side under the front end.	The appellant and two others lifted the front of the vehicle whilst the fourth removed the rim and tyre and immediately took it to the appellant's house.	The appellant then carried the stolen
battery to his home where it was collected the next day by

one of his co-offenders.









In relation-to Counts 5 and 6, it is necessary to recite at some length the prosecution's version of the facts, namely:-

"This assault and stealing occurred about 11.30
p.m. on the night of Tuesday, 25 July this year. It involved these two accused, two defendants, and two others, one who hasn't appeared on this date and another who has previously left the jurisdiction.

It involved 4 of them setting about Mr Swanson who is a 47 year old tax consultant who was walking to his home from the Marrara Hotel.	Mr Swanson had been at the Marrara Hotel for a couple of hours and he had left to walk home, which was situated at Lee Point Road.	He found himself at Butter Street, which is just in between the Marrara and his home, where he there cut across Moil Park.	These two defendants and the other two were in this park together and they saw the victim, Mr Swanson do this, and they decided to attack him.		They followed him through the park and one of the gang produced a broken branch from a frangipani tree, which Mr. Boeyen took.

Mr Swanson, as he was walking through the park, became aware that people were following behind him, but before he had time to look around he was assaulted across the right side of his head by Boeyen using the stick.	Swanson then received continued further blows from the stick plus punches and kicks in the main to his head and shoulder region from all four assailants.	He attempted to take flight and was chased out of the park and into Beck Street.	There he stumbled to the ground and all four assailants proceeded to assault him further with punches and kicks to the head and shoulders and back area.
Boeyen continued to beat him with the stick.
Mr Swanson, fearing the worst at this stage, cried out in a loud voice for help.	While this was going on Boeyen managed to take the victim's watch from his wrist, it being a Seiko silver watch with metal wrist band which he'd had for 10 years and had been given as a gift while overseas.







The defendant, Wilson, while this was going on, also reefed through the victim's pockets in search of monies but without success.	It appears that Mr Swanson's exclamations had an effect, for his assailants then fled leaving him on the ground, dazed, in pain, bleeding from his wounds.	He headed therefrom to the nearest flat in the street for safety, and he took refuge up the stairs of a block of flats.

He lost consciousness while he was sitting on those stairs and he awoke approximately 20 minutes to a half hour later.	He then limped home.

Injuries sustained by Mr Swanson were:	his right eyelid was torn and bleeding.	Both his ears were cut and bleeding;	his right shoulder was severely wrenched and stiff.		He had lumps all over his head;	he had 6 to 8 welt marks across his back and shoulders.	Both his knees were cut from his fall to the ground, and he incurred a day or so later a black eye.
He went home and phoned the police;	he received attention later on in the small hours of the next morning at the Royal Darwin Hospital where he was diagnosed as having no breaks or anything serious requiring attention at the hospital, and he was sent home.	He took the next day off work.

Investigations were carried out by the police and the defendant - well, the assailant, Boeyen, and the other assailant not here today, Spina, were picked up on 7 August;	they were formally interrogated in regards to the matter.	Boeyen was arrested and bailed, Spina being a juvenile was released.	The next night the defendant, Wilson, was brought in to the Berrimah Police Complex by police, and whilst there the defendant, Beljon, volunteered himself at the front counter at Berrimah Police Complex.
The defendant, Wilson, was spoken to by Constable Edwards about the matter, and he denied any involvement therein.		He was then informed by Constable Edwards that the defendant, Boeyen, had been interviewed the previous day and had implicated Wilson.	Wilson again denied any involvement.	In the interim, Beljon was in another room at Berrimah Police Complex handwriting his own statement detailing his involvement.
Constable Edwards obtained Beljon's statement from him and he gave it to Wilson to read, which he
appeared to do.







Wilson then said to the police that he wanted to write a statement, which he did."	(My emphasis)


In sentencing Wilson and the appellant, the learned magistrate said:-

"Each defendant has pleaded guilty to one charge of aggravated assault and one count of stealing;	both offences arising out of the same transaction or set of circumstances which are briefly summarised as follows:	on 25 July 1989, each of these defendants, together with 2   others, were involved in an assault at about 11.30 p.m.	The male victim aged 47 years approximately, was passing through Moil Park on his way to his home when he was set upon by 4 youths, including the defendants before me.
Pursuant to a prediscussed plan, the 4 youths followed him, one of those youths, alleged to be Boeyen, struck the victim from behind to the right side of his head with a branch from a frangipani tree that had been previously obtained by the defendant, Wilson, and handed to Boeyen.
Following the blow to the head the victim received further blows.	He tried to run but stumbled and was caught and was thereupon subjected to further
blows.
At about this point Boeyen took the victim's watch it is alleged, and that was valued at $170, and was a gift to him some 10 years previously.

The defendant, Wilson, while the assault was in progress, rifled the victim's pockets without success.	Obviously this was a cowardly, callous and vicious attack upon a middle aged victim who was completely outnumbered by his youthful assailants, and who in no way provoked the attack.

In cases such as this it is difficult and perhaps even impossible to ascertain with absolute precision the exact number of blows that were struck;	the nature and force of each blow and by whom each such blow was struck.	It is clear, however, from the injuries suffered by the victim, that a great many blows were effected and the injuries were substantial and painful.







Although for the purpose of sentencing I accept that the defendant, Wilson, did not strike or kick the defendant, (sic.) it was he who handed the branch to Boeyen, knowing full well what Boeyen was going to do with it, and whilst the victim was being attacked, he rifled the victim's pockets, as I mentioned earlier.
The defendant, Beljon, admits to hitting the victim
2 or 3 times to the head.	I accept that each defendant before me was somewhat reticent and hesitant initially about becoming involved in the events which followed, but in the end they joined in voluntarily, lending support to their
co-offenders.

As between these 2 co-defendants I rate the culpability of each as about equal, and on the facts admitted, their culpability in my view is only marginally less than that alleged against the co-offender, Boeyen.
I will now turn to the background of each defendant.	At the time of the offence the defendant, Wilson, was aged 17 years and 6 months, approximately, and has not previously been convicted of any offence.	He has lived nearly all his life in Darwin, and although his parents separated, he seems to have enjoyed	a fairly stable relationship with his parents.		He reached year 11 level at school, but left early this year when it was decided that it would be better to join
the workforce.
He then commenced work on a part time basis and is now working full time with his father, who appears to take a substantial and serious interest in his son's well being.	There seems to be a strong bond existing between the defendant, Wilson, and his
father.
Shortly prior to this offence I'm told that his father had noticed that the defendant was somewhat aimless and his father was concerned about the company he was keeping and gave him advice about that company.	Unfortunately it appears the advice was not taken and the defendant, Wilson, now finds himself in this present predicament.

I accept that he is an industrious worker;	he has an interest in the speedway, and supported by his father, has personally performed in that area with distinction.	Due to mechanical problems in







relation to his vehicle at the moment, his speedway activities have been curtailed, awaiting expensive repairs to be effected.

He has recently received other young men, to join to undertake training. financial security would
 an offer, along with 24 the Bob Jane racing team If he was successful, his probably be assured.

The defendant, Beljon, was aged 17 years and 9 months, approximately, at the time of the offence, and like Wilson, has not previously been convicted of an offence.	He unfortunately comes from a broken home, and his parents separated some 2 years ago.

At the time of the offence he was living with his sister and has since returned to live with and assist his mother who apparently receives no support from his father.

He completed year 10 at Casuarina College and started year 11, but then decided to find work. Then followed a period where he was working for some time and returning to school and then returning to work and so forth.	It's clear from what I've been told that he has worked for substantial periods.	He has r_ecently undergone a traineeship with AAITC.

All of this indicates to me that he has been making a conscientious effort to obtain some qualifications so as to be better placed to find satisfactory work.	His present inability to do so no doubt leads to frustration which comes from idleness.

Recently he has developed a relationship with a young lady, which may have a steadying influence upon him.	He is presently a member of Norforce; he also has an interest in the speedway and owns a 1981 model trail bike which he is trying to get up to scratch.

I accept that each of the defendants is remorseful and ashamed and I take into account that each defendant has pleaded guilty.

Although neither counsel resiles from the fact that the charges are serious, each urges me to make a disposition which avoids immediate custody.	They each contend that their respective client is considerably less culpable than his co-offenders,







but I've already indicated that I do not agree with that proposition.

Certainly I accept their tender age and their prior good records and their pleas of guilty and I accept their remorse, all of those are mitigating matters very much in favour of each of the defendants, and as always, the court is very reluctant to impose sentences of imprisonment on young offenders, particularly when no previous convictions are alleged.

Nevertheless, I consider that in this case a sentence of immediate imprisonment must be imposed. Any right minded citizen would regard the circumstances of these offences with absolute horror.	It must be made clear to the community, and particularly to others who might be minded to become involved in this type of hooliganism involving violence, that a sentence of immediate imprisonment is the usual and expected punishment in such cases.	The part to be served must be sufficiently substantial to indicate the gravity of the particular offence.

In my view, these are matters that call for stern deterrents which must be reflected in the sentence, and in cases such as this, the need for such stern deterrents should substantially prevail over matters personal to the defendants and other subjective matters.
However, by reason of those subjective and personal matters, I will give each defendant the opportunity of comparatively early release by directing pursuant to section 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, that after serving a period of time, which I am about to announce, that they may be released on their own recognizance.
In respect of Dean Wilson, in respect of each of the charges to which he has pleaded guilty he will be convicted.	In respect of the charge of aggravated assault, he is sentenced to 6 months imprisonment and in respect of the count of stealing he is sentenced to 2 months imprisonment to be served concurrently with the sentence for aggravated assault.
Pursuant to section 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, I'll direct that he may be released after serving 2 months of







the sentence upon entering into a recognizance; his own recognizance in the sum of $1000 to be of good behaviour for a period of 18 months, and I further direct that he be under the supervision of
a delegate of the director of Correctional Services for a period of 12 months, and obey all directions as to employment, residence, associates and reporting.

In relation to those 2 particular charges, I propose to deal in exactly the same way with the defendant, Beljon.	Before having announced that - before doing that, I will now refer to the other matters involving - I think I said Beljon, yes - I'll now refer to the other matters involving him. He has pleaded guilty to 3 further offences which occurred on 22 April 1989 and consist of the unlawful entry of Ampol Jingili with intent to steal, and the stealing of cigarettes and damage caused by that break in.

I will not dwell particularly on the facts in relation to that matter, those facts have been read into the transcript and admitted.	These offences could be best described as a smash and grab type of incident.	He has further pleaded guilty to one further charge of stealing and that was in relation to car parts on 1 August 1989.

Each of these offences was committed by the defendant and involved vulnerable premises.	I take into account and accept Mr Smith's submissions in relation to Beljon's involvement in these matters, and I consider them to be relatively minor examples of those types of offences.

In relation to the charge of aggravated assault, Mr Beljon is convicted and sentenced to 6 months imprisonment.	In relation to the charge of stealing, he's convicted and sentenced to 2 months imprisonment to be served concurrently.	In relation to the offences which refer to on file 8916647, in respect of count 1, unlawful damage, he's convicted and sentenced to 1 months imprisonment concurrent.	In respect of count 2, that's the unlawful entry of the building with intent to commit a crime, he's also convicted and sentenced to 1 months imprisonment, concurrent.
In respect of count 3, which was a count of stealing, he is convicted and sentenced to 1 months imprisonment, also concurrent and in respect of count 4, which refers to the further charge of stealing car parts, he's convicted and sentenced to







1 months imprisonment	and I direct that that sentence be cumulative to the sentence in respect of the count of aggravated assault on file 8916376.

Effectively, then, he has been sentenced to 7 months imprisonment.	Pursuant to section 5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act, I direct that he may be released after serving 2 months there, upon his entering into a recognizance ..."


As originally formulated, the Notice of Appeal simply stated the grounds of appeal as being:-

"(a)	Considered in totality the sentences are manifestly excessive."


Upon the appeal corning on for hearing, leave was given to add particulars to this ground and to add one further ground of appeal.	I set out the particulars and the additional ground hereunder:-

"(l)	The magistrate imposed a penalty of imprisonment in circumstances where such a penalty was not warranted.
	He failed to take into account sufficiently the fact that the appellant had no prior convictions.


	He failed to take into account sufficiently the tender age of the appellant.
	He failed to take into account sufficiently the antecedents of the appellant.
	He failed to take into account at all or sufficiently the disparity between the respective roles played in commission of








the offences Counts 5 and 6 by the appellant and his co-offender Dean Douglas Wilson.

	He failed to give any or proper consideration to alternative penalties which would in the circumstances have been appropriate.


	In all the circumstances, instead of imprisoning the appellant, the magistrate should have -
	imposed on the appellant a Community Service Order, or


	applied the provisions of s.5 of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act	either to suspend the sentence of imprisonment forthwith upon the appellant entering into a bond either alone or in conjunction with a Community Service Order or otherwise, or
	imposed a very short period of home detention.


(b)		The magistrate failed to take into account at all or sufficiently the disparity between the respective roles played in commission of the offences Counts 5 and 6 by the appellant and his co-offender Dean Douglas Wilson."


In Ross v Svikart, an unreported decision delivered on 4 December 1989, I cited passages from the celebrated decisions of the High Court in House v The King (1936) 55
C.L.R. 499 at p.504 and Cranssen v The King (1936) 55 C.L.R.
509 at p.519 which contain the principles to be applied in an appeal such as this.	I also dealt at some length with the proper course to be adopted in order to resolve the issue of any disputed facts after a plea of guilty has been







entered.	In particular, I set out the observations of Walters J. in Georgeff v Samuels (1976) 14 S.A.S.R. 384 at page 386 et seq., which I respectfully adopted as a authoritative expression of the law, equally applicable to the Courts of Summary Jurisdiction in the Northern Territory.


In Ponter v Pryce, an unreported decision delivered on 20 September 1985, I applied the approach of Walters J. in Kessling v Cornmane (1975) 10 S.A.S.R. 284 at p.287 by observing that the suspension of a custodial sentence in the case of a youthful first offender aged 17 years who was charged with unlawful assault to which he pleaded guilty, and which involved a forceful attempt to persuade a young woman pedestrian to get in his vehicle at 3 o'clock in the morning, followed by repeated overtures to her, was a proper
exercise of the magistrate's discretion.	In that case,
however, the appeal was against the superimposition of a fine in addition to the suspended custodial sentence and I was not called upon to examine critically the major point at issue in the present appeal, namely, the appropriateness or otherwise of an immediate custodial sentence in the case of a youthful first offender where unprovoked gang violence is
involved.







Many cases were cited to me by counsel for the appellant, the general effect of which was to lay great stress upon the need of rehabilitation as the over-riding factor in the sentencing of youthful first offenders as opposed  to deterrence through imprisonment, whether suspended in whole or in part.		It was urged that the predominant aim of sentencing was the protection of the public;	and that the public interest could best be served by a reformative approach to avoid the potentially harmful consequences of sending such an offender to gaol.	There is a lot to be said for this;	and there are many instances where courts have seen fit to apply a benevolent attitude to sentencing along these lines.	The line must sometimes be drawn, however, in cases where unprovoked personal violence upon the victim has been involved.	As the Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia observed in R v Locke and Peterson (1973) 6 S.A.S.R. 298 at p.301:-

"Nor do we want to give countenance to the idea that imprisonment is never proper for a first offence.	There are many cases in which it is proper, particularly when the crime is marked by unprovoked violence ..."


I am of the opinion that even in the case of youthful first offenders, where unprovoked violence to the person is resorted to which results in bodily harm, and
a fortiori where a victim is outnumbered by a group of







youthful assailants, an immediate custodial sentence without being suspended completely is called for.	The learned magistrate, in dealing with this aspect of things, was, in my opinion, right in principle, and dealt with the matter mercifully by suspending a substantial proportion of the custodial sentence.	The final question which still remains, however, is whether he dealt sufficiently with the principles of parity of sentencing and I proceed to examine this question.

The general principles governing parity of sentencing have been laid down by the High Court in Lowe v The Queen (1984) 154 C.L.R. 606 and these have been conveniently formulated by King C.J. in The Queen v McGowan (1986) 42 S.A.S.R. 580 at pp.582 and 583.

On the question of parity of sentencing generally, it is important that courts, so far as is practically possible, should deal with co-offenders collectively or, at the very least, co-offenders should be dealt with by the same judge or magistrate.	The Court of Criminal Appeal of South Australia in R v Tiddy (1969) S.A.S.R. 575 at p.577
said:


"Where other things are equal persons concerned in the same crime should receive the same punishment; and where other things are not equal a due discrimination should be made."







In the present case, Wilson and the appellant were dealt with together by the same magistrate;	but I am told that Boeyen, who was brought before the same court on 22 December 1989, was dealt with by another magistrate.
Whatever the administrative reasons may have been for this, the result is that the efforts of courts to strive towards achieving parity of sentencing is frustrated and, for its part, this Court hearing the present appeal is unable properly to compare the sentences imposed on the appellant's and Wilson with those imposed on Boeyen.	Moreover, the other charges for which the appellant was sentenced involved participation by at least some of his other accomplices, yet for some reason or other they do not yet appear to have been dealt with.

In the case of The Queen v Christianos (1983) 34
S.A.S.R. 316, Wells J., (with whom Zelling and Bollen JJ. concurred,) said at p.319:-

"In the first place, speaking generally, a head sentence should reflect the sentencing judge's assessment of whether a sentence of imprisonment was warranted and what its term should be.
Included in the matters fit for consideration at that stage are such objectives of sentencing as deterrence, retribution, prevention, and certain facets of rehabilitation.	It is at that stage, too, that the several contributions of the joint offenders to the criminal enterprise stand to be assessed and, to the extent thought appropriate, reflected in the respective sentences.	It is only after that stage is passed that the sentencing judge should turn his attention to the question of possible suspension, and the circumstances relevant to it."







Here, the learned magistrate dealt with Wilson and the appellant identically:	he meted out the same head sentence to each of them, having found that"... the culpability of each is about equal ...".	In the exercise of his discretion, he then proceeded, "by reason of those subjective and personal matters ..." to give each defendant the opportunity of comparatively early release by directing conditional release after each had served two months of his sentence.

What is contended for by the appellant is that his participation in the offence was demonstrably less than that of the others and of Wilson, in particular.	In my opinion, there is merit in this submission.		After all, it was Wilson who broke off a branch of a frangipani tree and prepared to strike the victim with it but at the last moment relented	and handed it to Boeyen;	and it was he who, when the victim was overpowered and defenceless, rifled his pockets;	and on the facts outlined by the prosecution, the victim "received continued further blows from the stick plus punches and kicks in the main to his head and shoulder  region from all four assailants" after which he attempted to take flight and was chased out of the park and into Beck Street.	"There he stumbled to the ground and
all four assailants proceeded to assault him further with
punches and kicks to the head and shoulders and back area." Boeyen continued to beat him with the stick-.	(My	emphasis)







On the say-so of Wilson's counsel, who submitted that "Wilson did not physically strike Mr. Swanson", (for Wilson did not seek to dispute on oath the facts alleged by the prosecution,) the magistrate in the course of sentencing Wilson said:-

"Although for the purposes of sentencing I accept that the defendant, Wilson, did not strike or kick the defendant (sic.) (meaning, of course,
Mr. Swanson) it was he (Wilson) who handed the branch to Boeyen, knowing full well what Boeyen was going to do with it, and while the victim was being attacked, he rifled the victim's pockets ...".


The appellant admitted hitting the victim two or three times to the head but otherwise showed reluctance, that is, if the magistrate was prepared to accept the appellant's handwritten account of the incident and his answers in the course of his record of interview with the police, both of which contained exculpatory self-serving material.	Since the magistrate made no comments adverse to
the appellant on that score, I can only conclude that he
accepted the appellant's account.	Moreover, he accepted that both Wilson and the appellant were remorseful and ashamed.

What emerges from the magistrate's finding that Wilson did not strike or kick the victim is a perceived imbalance between the respective roles played by Wilson and







the appellant, based upon an erroneous foundation, namely, an acceptance by the magistrate of an assertion of a disputed fact by Wilson's counsel, thereby leading potentially to a disparity in sentencing between Wilson and the appellant.	On the prosecution case all four were engaged in two separate episodes of punching and kicking the victim, yet Wilson was absolved without regard to the procedure laid down by this Court in resolving such a vital conflict.	(See Ross v Svikart, an unreported decision of mine delivered on 4 December 1989.)	The result was that as between Wilson and the appellant, the appellant's culpability was rated "about equal" to that of Wilson.	On the material properly before the magistrate, I am of the opinion that Wilson's participation exceeded significantly that of the appellant, for Wilson not only joined with the others in the actual assault but provided the weapon for Boeyen and rifled the victim's pockets.

For these reasons I hold that the magistrate's finding that Wilson neither struck nor kicked the victim was erroneous and in consequence led him into error in assessing the culpability of Wilson and the appellant "as about equal".

Accepting as I do that all four participated in punching and kicking the victim and that Wilson's role was

demonstrably greater than that of the appellant, I am driven to the conclusion that the magistrate erred in relation to the sentencing process and failed properly to differentiate between the respective roles of Wilson and the appellant.

I have considered every ground of appeal, but for the reasons I have given I find it unnecessary to deal with them seriatim.	In the result, I uphold grounds (a)(5) and
(b) but reject all those remaining.


Taking all factors into account, (added to which is the fact that the magistrate has since resigned and therefore would be unable to deal with the matter upon a remission to him,) I consider that on Count 5, the appellant's head sentence should have been 4 months' imprisonment and that after the appellant had served 28 days of that sentence, he should have been released on the same terms and conditions as outlined in the magistrate's order of 22 December 1989.

In relation to Counts 1 to 4, and Count 6, I adopt with respect the observations of Wells J. in
Arnold v Samuels (1972) 3 S.A.S.R. 585 at p.602:-


"If the learned Special Magistrate's remarks are regarded as an evaluation of his duty in the case at bar, they are equally unexceptionable, in my opinion, because it was well within his discretion to regard the particular intrusion on property, for







which the appellant shared responsibility, as persistent and serious, and accordingly as meriting a short term of imprisonment.	The appellant could not, in my judgment, have been treated as a real "first offender" (see Cleland v Ralph (Walters J. - 28th September, 1970);	Jarrett v Samuels (Mitchell
J. - 13th October, 1970) and Napper v Samuels (Hogarth J. - 1st June, 1972)).	The remarks of the Full Court of New South Wales in R v Aitken [1961] N.S.W.R. 914, at p.915 seem to me also to be highly relevant -

'We have, since this appeal was argued, so earnestly and capably by Mr. Samuels, given every consideration to the extenuating circumstances pressed upon us;	and it is with some regret that we feel compelled to conclude that the application must be dismissed.	We say with regret because we do not overlook that the applicant is being sent to prison for the first time and for his first offence.
But this Court is bound to consider not only the interests of the applicant himself and his family, but the community.	The retributive aspect of punishment must be given full weight.	Perhaps this would be met in this case by the exposure of the crime, the arrest of the applicant, the disgrace with which it is accompanied, and the disruption of his life of previous good character.		We do not think that the applicant is likely to be led or to fall again into a crime of dishonesty.	His school and family background should be a guarantee of this.	But there remains the question of the deterrent aspect.	A sentence such as this is imposed to deter others as much as to deter or punish the individual.
For many years judges at Quarter Sessions have taken a serious view of car stealing, owing to its prevalence and serious loss of property involved, and have frequently imposed sentences of two or three years imprisonment on young offenders and this Court has consistently supported them.'"


With the swing of the pendulum, these remarks would be regarded by the community at large as equally applicable today as they were when they were uttered.	In my opinion,







therefore, the magistrate's discretion was properly exercised in respect of the sentences imposed for all these counts.	Likewise, I am of the opinion that the cumulative sentence of one month's imprisonment in respect of Count 4 was a proper exercise of judicial discretion since the commission of that crime was removed in time, place and circumstance from the major offending on 25 July 1989.



only.
 
In my opinion, the appeal should be allowed in part Accordingly, I direct that the order of the learned
magistrate of 6 months' imprisonment on Count 5 and the order under s.5(1)(b) of the Criminal Law (Conditional Release of Offenders) Act directing the release of the appellant after serving 2 months of that sentence be set aside and in lieu thereof it is ordered that the appellant serve 4 months' imprisonment in respect of Count 5 but that he be released after serving 28 days of that sentence; otherwise in all other respects the orders of the learned magistrate of 22 December 1989 stand in relation to that count and to Counts 1 to 4 (both inclusive) and to Count 6.

